Abstract. The synergetic aerosol retrieval method SYNAER (Holzer-Popp et al., 2002a) has been extended to the use of ENVISAT measurements. It exploits the complementary information of a radiometer and a spectrometer onboard one satellite platform to extract aerosol optical depth (AOD) and speciation (as a choice from a representative set of pre-defined mixtures of water-soluble, soot, mineral dust, and sea salt components). SYNAER consists of two retrieval steps. In the first step the radiometer is used for accurate cloud screening, and subsequently to quantify the aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm and spectral surface brightness through a dark field technique for different predefined aerosol mixtures. In the second step the spectrometer is applied to choose the most plausible aerosol mixture through a least square fit of the measured spectrum with simulated spectra using the mixture-dependent values of AOD and surface brightness retrieved in the first step. This method was developed and a first case study evaluation against few (15) multi-spectral ground-based AERONET sun photometer observations was conducted with a sensor pair (ATSR-2 and GOME) onboard ERS-2. Due to instrumental limitations the coverage of SYNAER/ERS-2 is very sparse. Therefore, SYNAER was transferred to similar sensors AATSR and SCIAMACHY onboard ENVISAT. While transferring to the new sensor pair significant improvements in the methodology were made based on a thorough evaluation of the methodology: (1) an update of the aerosol model, (2) improved cloud detection in the tropics and sub tropics, and (3) an enhanced dark field albedo characterization. This paper describes these improvements in detail and assesses their combined impact on the results. After a brief assessment of atmospheric noise impact on Correspondence to: T. Holzer-Popp (thomas.holzer-popp@dlr.de) comparisons of pixel and station measurements a validation against ground-based measurements establishes error bars for the SYNAER/ENVISAT method version 2.0. A theoretical analysis of the information content with regard to aerosol composition (second retrieval step) is presented to quantify the potential and limitations of this new capability provided by the SYNAER method. Building on this analysis, first seasonal and monthly composition results calculated by applying SYNAER version 2.0 to AATSR and SCIAMACHY are shown to demonstrate the potential of the approach. An intercomparison to earlier results of SYNAER version 1.0 is made for both the validation and the example datasets.
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as carrier for long-range transport of diseases, e.g. from the Sahara to the Caribics or Western Europe (Pohl, 2003) , or even once around the globe (Prospero et al., 2002) , as Chinese yellow sand was detected as far as the Swiss Alps. Also well known in principle are direct (by reflecting light back to space) and several indirect (e.g. by acting as cloud condensation nuclei) climate effects of aerosols, although large uncertainties exist in the exact values of the forcing. point out, that the absorption behavior of particles (mainly soot and minerals) needs to be known to assess their total direct and indirect climate effects (strongly absorbing particles can regionally reverse the sign of the aerosol direct forcing from cooling to heating or suppress cloud formation). Finally, the highly variable atmospheric aerosol load has a major impact on satellite observations of the Earth's surface (thus requiring atmospheric correction of their blurring effect) and the solar irradiance which is exploited in solar energy applications (aerosols are the determining factor in clear-sky conditions).
In the light of this overall picture, climate monitoring, long-term air pollution monitoring as well as short term forecasting of pollution levels need to take into account intercontinental transport processes and the composition of the atmospheric particle load. Satellite observations of the total aerosol mass have experienced significant improvements in the last few years thanks to improved instrumentation and enhanced retrieval algorithms. Thus they offer the potential to regularly monitor the global aerosol distribution and by assimilating these measurements into chemistry-transportmodels to enhance particle forecasts especially for episodic severe pollution events, which are not covered by the underlying emission inventories. Furthermore, satellite data can contribute to deduce background and long-range transport patterns of aerosols. This introduction is followed by a state of the art overview in Sect. 2. As the method presented in this paper focuses on characterizing the aerosol type, the summary of the state of the art in this section is restricted to recent developments which allow characterizing aerosol properties beyond aerosol optical depth. Section 3 gives an overview of the SYNAER principles and sensors (Sect. 3.1) and describes then the three major advances of the new SYNAER methodology version 2.0 during the transfer to ENVISAT. Section 3.2 deals with an extension of the aerosol component database to include higher values of the single scattering albedo for soot and mineral dust based on more recent ground-based observations; Sect. 3.3 presents two additions to the cloud screening which make sure that desert dust outbreaks over tropical and sub-tropical ocean are not masked out as clouds and that convective warm-top clouds are not missed. An improved dark field method, which takes into account the dependence of the correlation between mid-infrared and visible channels on the amount of vegetation is described in Sect. 3.4. Section 4 provides then the evaluation of the SYNAER/ENVISAT version 2.0 results. Based on all these changes, validation of SYNAER results at 440, 550 and 670 nm for 42 orbits in summer 2005 against AERONET measurements (Sect. 4.1) is made including an analysis of atmospheric noise effects on the validation results. Then, a first 4-month dataset derived with SYNAER version 2.0 from ENVISAT sensors AATSR and SCIAMACHY (Sect. 4.2) is presented. Furthermore, an analysis of the information content of the (additional) second retrieval step with regard to aerosol composition including realistic noise in the retrieval is made in Sect. 4.2. Both, validation and example datasets also contain an inter-comparison to results achieved with the older SYNAER/ENVISAT version 1.0. The paper concludes with a discussion and outlook in Sect. 5.
State of the art overview with regard to retrieving aerosol type
A comprehensive optical retrieval of the properties of the atmospheric aerosol load would comprise of spectral AOD (or AOD at 550 nm and the Angstrom coefficient) and single scattering absorption plus phase function together with relative AOD fractions of various size classes and of nonspherical particles. On the micro-physical level the respective information would translate into the number or mass densities, spectral complex refractive indices, size distributions and particle shapes of several components. As the atmospheric retrieval problem generally is an ill-posed problem with only few observables, many if not most of these parameters need to be estimated. And thus, the retrieval of additional aerosol properties beyond AOD is still in its infancy. Also the validation of such derived parameters is very complex due to lack of sufficient and appropriate data for intercomparison. This section provides an overview of methods to characterize additional aerosol properties. A good overview of different satellite retrieval principles to derive spatial-temporal patterns of aerosol optical depth (AOD) is presented in . A best fit between measured top-of-atmosphere and precalculated reflectances of the dual view Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) near-infrared and visible bands provides theÅngström coefficient and indications on composition, such as the dominant aerosol types that have been determined for a variety of aerosol mixtures (Veefkind et al., 1998; Robles-Gonzales et al., 2006) . The aerosol types considered over Europe are marine and anthropogenic aerosols, which are externally mixed. Comparisons of the retrievedÅngström exponent against aircraft sun-photometer measurements have shown good agreement (Veefkind et al., 1999) .
The Oxford RAL Aerosol and Cloud (ORAC) retrieval scheme (Marsh et al., 2004) has been applied to AATSR and Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SE-VIRI) data. The approach uses assumed aerosol optical properties based on the Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds database (OPAC, Hess et al., 1998) . A fit to the observed top of atmosphere radiances is produced by varying the aerosol optical depth and effective radius, as well as the reflectance of the underlying surface.
The NASA-operated Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) instrument on the Terra satellite provides a retrieval of one or more climatologic aerosol models, each of which is characterized as a mixture of up to three previously chosen pure particle components . The climatologic models are defined by total aerosol optical depth and the percentage aerosol optical depths of the pure particle classes.
The MODerate resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) instrument aboard NASA's Terra and Aqua satellites has been providing AOD data since the year 2000 for many applications in atmospheric, land-based and oceanic research. By summer 2007, a reprocessing campaign with improved versions of Level 1 science algorithms called Collection 5 (C005) has been completed for seven years of MODIS/Terra and five years of MODIS/Aqua data (Levy et al., 2007) . A new parameter in MODIS Collection 5 is the AOD attributed to small particles, "fine AOD". It is calculated by multiplication of the total AOD with the fractional contribution of fine (small sized) aerosol in the total AOD. As in the case of theÅngström exponent, correlation with retrieved parameters against ground based measurements is still not satisfying, even after the algorithm changes of the Collection 5 reprocessing. This little improvement is partly due to the fact that MODIS still derives too much finedominated aerosol over land .
Another approach to improve the MODIS Collection 4 aerosol retrieval is the Deep Blue Algorithm, which adds the 412 nm channel to the channels at 470 and 670 nm to retrieve AOD and single scattering albedo. Reprocessing of five years of MODIS aerosol data of the Aqua platform with this algorithm has been completed simultaneously with the MODIS Collection 5 reprocessing effort. The Deep Blue approach is not very sensitive to the height of aerosol layers and can be applied for aerosol retrieval over different surfaces including bright desert areas (Hsu et al., 2004) . Validation efforts for several sites and episodes have shown that level-2 AOD from the MODIS Deep Blue algorithm is generally within 25% of AOD measured by the sites of the AERONET network. Comparisons of retrievedÅngström exponent values with those computed from the direct sun measurements also show that this approach is able to separate small from coarse mode particles, even for very heterogeneously mixed aerosol environments (Hsu et al., 2006) A technique to derive the aerosol mass load and particle number concentration from nadir scanning multi-spectral radiometers, like Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS), is described in Kokhanovsky et al. (2006) . Information on surface reflectivity is determined by a linear mixing model of spectra for vegetated and bare soil, following the Bremen Aerosol Retrieval (BAER) approach described by von Hoyningen-Huene et al. (2003) . AOD is then retrieved for several channels at less than 670 nm of the measured spectrum of top-of-atmosphere reflectance, using precalculated radiative transfer values with fixed aerosol phase functions and single scattering albedo either from aerosol models, given by OPAC (Hess et al., 1998) or from experimental campaigns. This multi-spectral approach also allows for the determination of theÅngström exponent. A parameterization described in Kokhanovsky et al. (2006) is used to calculate effective particle radius and their columnar concentration from spectral AOD values, thus deriving information about ground particulate matter (PM 10 ) from space-borne retrievals of AOD. Despite common problems with ground truth due to the mismatch of point surface observations against space-averaging satellite retrievals, the aerosol characteristics derived within a case study are within reasonable values for atmospheric aerosol characteristics (Kokhanovsky et al., 2006) .
The third POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of the Earth Reflectance) instrument onboard the PARASOL (Polarization and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled with Observations from a Lidar) platform matches aerosol polarization measurements against pre-calculated radiative transfer values for a set of aerosol models, leading to AOD values at various wavelengths as well as theÅngström exponent (Deuzé et al., 2001 ). PARA-SOL retrieval over land is mainly sensitive to small particles such as the aerosols created by anthropogenic pollution or biomass burning. Larger aerosol particles, like desert dust, do not polarize sunlight and therefore can not be retrieved quantitatively. This means that only the fine fraction contribution and not the total AOD can be derived. Validation studies over North-Eastern China have shown that there is a good general agreement between the AERONET fine-mode AOD and the PARASOL level 2 AOD, whereas theÅngström exponent seems to be overestimated (Fan et al., 2007) .
Due to the differences in cloud screening and spatialtemporal sampling as well as the different underlying aerosol models the various aerosol datasets exhibit significant differences even in the basic parameter AOD (e.g. Myhre et al., 2005) . The next logical step in aerosol retrieval relies on exploiting synergies of different instruments to advance the retrieval of a multi-parameter description of the atmospheric aerosol loading. This is the general aim of the NASA/CNES A-train aerosol satellite constellation consisting of MODIS, MISR, OMI, CALIPSO, PARASOL, each of which independently retrieves different aerosol properties. Another approach in this direction is the SYNAER (SYNergetic AErosol Retrieval) method which was developed to exploit a combination of a radiometer (ATSR-2, Along Track Scanning Radiometer 2) and a spectrometer (GOME, Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment) onboard one platform (ERS-2, European Remote Sensing Satellite 2) to provide one multi-spectral retrieval ranging from deep blue to red bands with two different scales (Holzer-Popp et al., 2002a) . A first case study validation and retrieval of 15 coincidences of these ERS-2 data with AERONET observations showed an AOD accuracy of 0.1 at 3 visible wavelengths (Holzer-Popp et al., 2002b) .
The retrieval method and its improvements
3.1 Overview of the SYNAER principles and sensors
The synergetic aerosol retrieval method SYNAER delivers aerosol optical depth (AOD) and an estimation of the type of aerosols in the lower troposphere including a possible elevated dust layer (where in most cases the bulk of the aerosol loading is concentrated) over both land and ocean. In retrieving AOD the free tropospheric (AOD=0.03 free tropospheric above the boundary layer and a possible additional dust layer) and stratospheric (AOD=0.01 stratospheric background; valid since 1995 up to now) aerosol loading are kept constant at background conditions (World Climate Program, 1986) , whereas only the boundary layer aerosol load and type and a possible additional elevated dust layer are varied. Further fine structures (multiple aerosol layers or layers disconnected from the ground) and periods of fresh volcanic activity in the stratosphere are not taken into account in SYNAER. The type of aerosol is estimated as percentage contribution of representative components from an extension of the OPAC (Optical Parameters of Aerosols and Clouds, Heß et al., 1998) dataset to AOD in the boundary layer. The high spatial resolution of the radiometer instrument permits accurate cloud detection with the APOLLO (AVHRR Processing Over cLouds, Land and Ocean) scheme, a combination of threshold and spatial variance tests (Kriebel et al., 1989 and 2003) . The SYNAER aerosol retrieval algorithm comprises then of two major parts: (1) A dark field method exploiting single wavelength radiometer reflectances (670 nm over land, 870 nm over ocean) and (2) a least square fit of visible top-of atmosphere reflectance spectra at 10 wavelengths (415, 428, 460, 485, 500, 516, 523, 554, 615, and 675 nm) with the spectrometer. In the first step, AOD calculation over automatically selected and characterized dark pixels and surface albedo correction at 550, 670, and 870 nm for a set of 40 different pre-defined boundary layer aerosol mixtures is done with the radiometer. In this first step AOD spatial interpolation to all 1 km 2 radiometer pixels is conducted by triangulation, which allows then atmospheric correction with the same radiative transfer and atmospheric model to obtain surface reflectances for each cloud-free 1 km 2 pixel at the 3 wavelengths of 550, 670, 870 nm and subsequently also to characterize the surface type. The first step is repeated for 40 different pre-defined aerosol mixtures. After spatial integration of these results (40 AOD, 40×3 surface reflectance values, 40 surface types) for the larger pixels of the spectrometer these parameters are used in the second step to simulate 40 spectra for the same set of 40 different aerosol mixtures using the same radiative transfer code. A least square fit of these calculated spectra to the measured spectrum delivers the correct AOD value (i.e. the AOD for the selected aerosol mixture) and -if a uniqueness test is passed -the plausible aerosol mixture. The entire method uses the same aerosol model of basic aerosol components, each of them representing optically similar aerosol species. These basic components are externally mixed into 40 different aerosol mixtures meant to cover a realistic range of atmospheric aerosol masses. For humidity dependent components two models with 50% and 80% relative humidity have been included. In the case of desert dust outbreaks, an elevated dust layer is added in the free troposphere. Also the underlying radiative transfer code is consistently used throughout all retrieval steps.
The "added value" in exploiting synergies of the two instruments is based on their complementary spectral and spatial information: The AOD retrieval over land uses radiometer measurements only from the 670 nm channel in order to avoid lower accuracy in characterizing surface reflectance at 550 nm and even more at 870 nm, which are both affected by chlorophyll variability and therefore have weaker correlation with the 1.6 µm band. From the spectrometer 10 wavelengths separated by tens of nanometers (though not all 10 wavelengths are linear independent in radiative transfer through the atmosphere) are used because this provides higher accuracy and higher information content (as will be shown in Sect. 4.2.1); of course, the draw back is in the large pixel size, but the gain is the capability to retrieve more than AOD and Angstrom coefficient. This is true as the 40 pre-defined aerosol mixtures have typically bi-(or even tri-) modal size distributions -to the knowledge of the authors mixing of basic components can not be retrieved with AATSR alone. This is the reason that the second instrument (the spectrometer) is used to estimate aerosol composition and thus not just the Angstrom coefficient (which assumes a mono-modal aerosol model and does also not characterize different absorption features). In addition, the different scales and spatial integration of the two instruments are sensitive to the choice of the aerosol mixture, because different single scattering albedo means different atmospheric effects for low and high surface reflectances due to the non-linear radiative transfer. Thus, also for spatially highly variable surface reflectance inside a spectrometer pixel the spatial integration leads to different results and thus different fit error (assuming a homogeneous aerosol load inside the entire spectrometer pixel). Only this last feature allows the differentiation between different absorption properties of aerosol components. However, a theoretical quantification of this effect appears very difficult.
There are two thresholds for brightness of the Earth's surface applied in the retrieval scheme: The first one (set to 0.085 at 670 nm) applies to the first retrieval step for 1 km 2 radiometer dark fields which are used for AOD retrieval. during validation) is applied for the analysis of the results from the second retrieval step using the 60×30 km 2 spectrometer pixels, where based on knowing AOD and surface reflectance from the first retrieval step, a choice between simulated spectra for 40 aerosol mixtures is made. For the results of the second step a brighter threshold (as compared to step 1) is possible. The information content analysis in Sect. 4.2.1 shows with the example of bare soil, that this second step has less degrees of freedom for brighter surfaces, but is still applicable to some extent; only over extremely bright surfaces such as snow, there is no information content on aerosol composition at all (due to the higher noise level of bright surfaces). Evidently, the second retrieval step can only be conducted, if suitable dark pixels for the first retrieval step are available inside or near to the spectrometer pixel. For clearer reference we name the original SYNAER version 1.0 (developed for ERS-2, but also applied to EN-VISAT). The very weak sampling of the combination of the two sensors onboard ERS-2 (only 3 days with 120 km overlapping swath width and small scan pixels of 80×40 km 2 in each month) provided serious limitations for a systematic validation and application. This method has therefore been transferred to a new sensor combination onboard ENVISAT together with a thorough assessment and improvement of individual retrieval steps using a significantly larger dataset.
SYNAER / ENVISAT exploits the combination of the radiometer AATSR and the spectrometer SCIAMACHY. The Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) and the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY) are active onboard the European Environmental Satellite ENVISAT since March 2002 and simultaneously observe the same area on the globe. AATSR measures Earth reflected radiances in 5 spectral bands centered at 0.55, 0.67, 0.87, 1.6, 3.7 µm (with some additional thermal signal at 3.7 µm) with bandwidths of 25 to 66 nm and brightness temperatures in 2 thermal channels at 11 and 12 µm. All observations are taken under two viewing angels (nadir and 55 • forward) with a ground resolution of approximately 1.1 km 2 at nadir. The main target of AATSR is the observation of sea surface temperature with high accuracy. SCIAMACHY observes near-nadir and limb reflection from the Earth in the range from 240 to 790 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm to 0.4 nm and in selected bands between 800 and 2400 nm with a resolution of few nm and a pixel size of 60×30 km 2 in nadir view. Its principal goal is the monitoring of stratospheric ozone but further stratospheric and tropospheric trace gases can be also measured. Because both instruments measure the solar illumination regularly, earth reflectances can be calculated with significantly reduced calibration errors as compared to the use of calibrated radiances. In the latest calibration version the cross-correlation of spectrally and spatially integrated reflectances measured by both instruments (and against another radiometer MERIS onboard ENVISAT) was found to satisfy high accuracy requirements with deviations on the order of 1%. To assure consistent retrieval (also for the earlier SCIAMACHY product version 5.4 with significantly larger absolute calibration errors) the SCIAMACHY absolute reflectance values are corrected against the coincident AATSR values for each pixel. In this paper no use is made of dark fields which are selected with the 3.8 µm channel (as in version 1.0) as their inclusion provides no additional coverage whereas their albedo estimation seems more inaccurate due to the thermal signal contribution. Also the variance test of version 1.0 for each entire 512×512 km 2 frame, which was needed for the ERS-2 data due to the small GOME pixel number, has no longer been applied. Finally, the different retrieval scheme over ocean, which has some impact on coastal zone validation stations, has not been further investigated in this paper. All other parts of the methodology as described in Holzer-Popp et al. (2002a) are not changed and therefore not described here in further detail. A first thorough assessment of SYNAER version 1.0 applied to EVNISAT data led to three major improvements, which are described in the rest of this section. The upgraded SYNAER method including these three improvements is denoted as SYNAER version 2.0 (and so far only applied to ENVISAT data).
Extension of the aerosol model
As described in Holzer-Popp et al. (2002a) basic aerosol components, their optical features and log-normal size distribution are taken from the OPAC database (Hess et al., 1998) . Table 1 summarizes their relevant microphysical properties and optical characteristics derived from Mie calculations. However, on the basis of more recent campaigns and AERONET data exploitations some specific items have been updated against SYNAER version 1.0.
The original soot component was split in two components for strongly absorbing diesel soot (DISO) more representative for industrial areas and weakly absorbing biomass burning soot (BISO). The optical properties of strongly absorbing diesel soot were taken from Schnaiter et al. (2003) , while optical properties for soot from biomass burning cases as e.g. in Amazonian, South American cerrado, African savannah and boreal regions were adopted from Dubovik et al. (2002) . As size distributions measured in Schnaiter et al. (2003) were similar to the OPAC database, the size distribution described in the OPAC database are used also for the DISO and BISO components replacing now the original OPAC SOOT component.
For mineral dust a new, additional component (MILO, mineral dust with low absorption) was introduced in order to take dust sources with lower hematite content into account. Moulin et al. (2001) discuss that earlier measurements (Patterson et al., 1997, used e.g. in OPAC) were conducted in regions with large hematite content. As hematite is a strongly absorbing material, already small amounts can change the optical properties of atmospheric dust significantly. Recent measurements as e.g. Schnaiter et al., 2003; Moulin et al., Sinyuk, et al., 2003 in Bahrain, Cape Verde, Sahara and Saudi Arabia regions with low hematite content show a reduced imaginary part of the refractive index between 0.001 and 0.002 compared to the OPAC value of 0.0055. Larger hematite concentrations can be found only in restricted areas as the Sahel area, Northern India and Eastern Australia (Claquin et al., 1999) . Also, measurements from the GOES-8 satellite optimally reproduce ground measurements of mineral dust concentrations if an imaginary part of 0.0015 is assumed (Wang et al., 2003) .
As the insoluble component in OPAC (INSO) is modeled with the identical refractive index as the mineral transported component MITR, also an insoluble component with low absorption (INSL) was introduced. Both, MILO and INSL have the same size distributions as the OPAC components MITR and INSO, respectively. Table 1 includes also the microphysical characteristics of these additional basic components. Table 2 shows the updated definition of the 40 mixtures used in the SYNAER 2.0 retrieval method using the extended set of basic components. The set of 40 mixtures is meant to model all principally existing aerosol types and to allow for some variability in the composition of each type. This set of mixtures has proven to provide a fit in the GOME spectra retrieval which is in many cases at a 1% noise level. Values in the table show the vertical profile, relative humidity in the boundary layer and the percentage contribution to the optical depth at 550 nm of the respective components. In the case of a desert dust outbreak of transported minerals, the lowest aerosol layer of 4-6 km is modeled as two distinct sub-layers representing a dust layer above background aerosols, as they occur in nature. Two groups of 20 mixtures, each are applied where either relative humidity or the absorption of the mineral component is altered. Alternative values are marked with grey boxes: For example, mixture number 1 has 50% relative humidity and mixture number 21 has 80% relative humidity; mixture number 2 has a 5% insoluble (large absorption) component, whereas mixture number 22 has a 5% insoluble (low absorption) contribution to the optical thickness at 550 nm.
Improved cloud screening
Cloud Screening in SYNAER is achieved through adaptation of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Processing scheme Over cLouds, Land and Ocean (APOLLO), described in Saunders and Kriebel (1988) , Kriebel et al. (1989 Kriebel et al. ( , 2003 to AATSR. Unfortunately, this cloud screening scheme adaptation to AATSR has two shortcomings, which have to be accounted for in order to derive an accurate cloud mask for aerosol retrievals in all climate zones including the sub-tropics.
First, heavy aerosol load over oceans (mainly mineral dust, to minor parts smoke plumes from wildfires) is classified as "cloudy" by APOLLO and these AATSR pixels are then not used for the retrieval of AOD in SYNAER, leading to somewhat too small AOD values in the dust belts. The second shortcoming is an improper detection of shallow cumulus cloud cover over land due to a simple temperature threshold test for the rejection of cloudy pixels in order to not classify desert surfaces as low clouds. Thus, in some obviously cloudy AATSR scenes no clouds are detected, and those much too bright pixels are used for the AOD derivation, leading to biased AOD over land. Both shortcomings of the APOLLO cloud detection scheme require corrections to the cloud screening procedure, which are described below.
Mineral dust over ocean
APOLLO was developed to detect clouds from AVHRR data (Saunders and Kriebel, 1988) and not for remote sensing of atmospheric aerosols. Thus, in cases of heavy aerosol loads from North Africa getting transported across the Atlantic Ocean, the dust plumes are misclassified as "cloudy" by APOLLO due to their high shortwave-reflectance. With these heavy aerosol loads not being included in the SYNAER analysis, the resulting AOD in the dust plume area is surely underestimated. This exclusion of heavy dust plumes from the SYNAER process can be accounted for as follows.
Heavy dust plumes in the Atlantic region are usually embedded in an air layer often called Saharan Air Layer (SAL), which is described in detail e.g. by Wong and Dessler (2005) . The main characteristic properties of this SAL are being warm, dry and well mixed. Thus 11 µm brightness temperatures of dust-laden pixels are well above 273 K. So this brightness temperature value is chosen as a first threshold, which prevents cool mixed-phase or ice clouds from being taken into account for the further analysis, together with scenes in polar regions. This condition can also be met by thin cirrus or semi-transparent clouds, so another criterion for the following dust discrimination scheme is the cloud type "low cloud" determined by the original APOLLO tests. Dunion and Velden (2004) use images of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) to track the SAL across the Atlantic Ocean. They discriminate the "SALstrength" by means of the brightness temperature difference (BTD) between 11 µm and 12 µm, arguing that non-SAL BTD values are well above +5 K. The SAL-strength analysed 7658 T. Holzer-Popp et al.: SYNAER-ENVISAT by Dunion and Velden (2004) does not directly represent the aerosol load or optical depth and also is sensitive to cloud screening.
The BTD alone does not seem to be an appropriate measure to discriminate miss-classified clouds (not shown), but it is a good method to select AATSR pixels which have to undergo further inspection. In this APOLLO improvement scheme a slightly more conservative BTD threshold of +2 K is used, because heavy aerosol plumes can be shown to inhibit values well below this threshold (and low aerosol loads seem not to be miss-classified by APOLLO). Evan at al. (2006) use different BTD thresholds in different stadiums of their dust detection algorithm with the minimal threshold being −0.5 K and the maximum BTD value, for which dust classification remains possible, being +3.5 K. For the purpose of saving computing time a single BTD threshold of +2 K has been chosen here for the initial test.
Furthermore two reflectance thresholds are applied to preselect possible misclassified dust pixels: pixels have to have a 1.6 µm reflectance value below 0.2 and a 0.6 µm reflectance value below 0.3. Brighter pixels classified as cloudy by APOLLO remain unchanged.
Thus the pre-selection scheme of possible miss-classified dust pixels consists of the following tests:
Pixels classified as low-cloud covered by APOLLO, for which these tests apply, can still be cloud contaminated or aerosol loaded. The discrimination between clouds and mineral dust can be achieved by means of the ratio of reflectances at 1.6 µm and 0.6 µm due to the higher reflectance of water clouds at 1.6 µm compared to mineral dust. Figure 1 shows AATSR reflectance values at 1.6 µm and at 0.6 µm for a desert dust outbreak scene of 9 March 2006 off the Western coast of North Africa. The analysis includes a box area of 1000×512 AATSR pixels. For 0.6 µm reflectances larger than about 0.1 one can clearly distinguish two different regimes in the scatter-plot. The lower branch, coloured in blue in the figure, represents pixels which can be identified as dust loaded by visual inspection (not shown). The upper branch, coloured in red, can be identified as definitely cloud covered in RGB images of the scene.
The discrimination between both branches does not exactly follow the reflectance ratio of 1. Dust discrimination requires the condition
to be met. The additional constant, being 0.035 for AATSR, originates from a best fit test and can be shown to differ slightly for other sensors than AATSR (e.g. it is 0.03 for SE-VIRI onboard the MSG satellite). Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows that a discrimination between dust and cloud by means of the reflectance ratio is not possible for 0.6 µm reflectances below about 0.1, values corresponding to moderate to low dust load or thin low level clouds. For pixels, which meet the conditions listed in Eq. (2) and inhibit a 0.6 µm reflectance below 0.1, an even more conservative BTD threshold of 0 K is applied to discriminate misclassified pixels, as described in Huang et al. (2006) and also in Evan et al. (2006) , while the reflectance ratio test is not applied for those pixels.
Shallow convection over land
Adapted to AATSR data, the APOLLO cloud detection scheme shows significant shortcomings in the detection of fields of shallow convective clouds over land, which can easily be classified as being "cloudy" by visual inspection of RGB images. This miss-classification of obviously cloudy pixels leads to a retrieval of high AOD for those AATSR pixels, resulting in a biased SYNAER AOD over land.
The original adaptation of APOLLO to AATSR data includes a temperature threshold test scheme for the exclusion of very bright desert surfaces from cloud detection. In this scheme, cloudy pixels having 11 µm brightness temperatures above a scene-dependent threshold between 285 K and 305 K are rejected (from cloud detection) if they inhibit a 0.6 µm reflectance below 0.6. This test is included in the APOLLO scheme to determine whether a pixel is cloudy or above bright desert surface. Without this test, APOLLO classifies many desert areas as "cloudy" due to their high shortwave reflectance. On the other hand, inclusion of this test rejects pixels, which obviously show low level convective cloud fields with warm cloud top temperatures somewhere in the temperature range of the thresholds. This makes the application of a further test over land necessary, which accounts for these cloud fields and flags them "cloudy".
Only pixels classified as "cloud-free" by APOLLO after the temperature rejection tests within the APOLLO scheme are regarded for the additional tests described below. Furthermore the pixels have to have 11 µm brightness temperatures in the range 285 K-305 K, which covers the range of possible thresholds for the temperature rejection test. Pixels having 11 µm brightness temperatures above the highest possible threshold value of 305 K remain flagged cloud-free, following the original APOLLO strategy for desert surfaces.
As a second test, the ratio of reflectances at 1.6 µm and at 0.8 µm has to be above 0.65 and below 1.0. This somewhat arbitrary threshold accounts for the near-equality of those reflectances for dense water clouds and desert surfaces which often have reflectance ratios well above 1.0 (not shown).
As only those conditions described so far are not enough to distinguish between desert surface and low cloud fields, pixels meeting the above conditions are re-classified as "cloudy", if either the conditions (4) is true.
The threshold of 0.4 for the 0.6 µm and the 0.8 µm reflectances is adapted from Rosenfeld and Lensky (1998) for pixels with BTD lower than 1.25. This BTD test split value of 1.25 K results from the APOLLO algorithm. So, for BTD values larger than 1.25 a slightly lower reflectance threshold of 0.25 can be chosen, which follows the cloud detection method of Kaufman and Fraser (1997) . Actually, those authors use a threshold of 0.2 for the 0.6 µm reflectance, combined with a difference in brightness temperatures between 3.7 µm and 11 µm of larger than +8 K. A slightly higher threshold has been chosen here because in opposition to Kaufman and Fraser (1997) pixels having 11 µm brightness temperatures warmer than 290 K are also included and no brightness temperature difference between the 3.7 µm and the 11 µm channel is used. Only the combination of both additional tests enables a proper discrimination between rejected desert surfaces and low cloud fields within the APOLLO cloud detection scheme. Figure 2 shows an AATSR scene with a large number of obviously misclassified cloudy pixels. The left hand side of the image shows an RGB composite image, in which the lowlevel cloud field easily can be detected. On the right hand side the APOLLO cloud mask is shown. Green pixels show cloud free land and white pixels show clouds detected by the original APOLLO scheme. A clear disagreement between the cloud detection and the clouds seen in the composite occurs. The red pixels show pixels classified as cloud-covered by the improved APOLLO scheme, while not by the original one. A great improvement of cloud detection is obvious and clearly shows its necessity.
The improved APOLLO cloud classification, extended by the tests described above, has been tested by visual inspection with 39 different AATSR orbits of the years 2006 and 2007 during all seasons with many scenes including low level convection and heavy dust plumes. These tests show clear improvements of the APOLLO cloud screening for SYNAER, which should clearly lead to a reduced bias in AOD both over land and over ocean.
It should be noted, that there can still be some very warm or moderately bright low level clouds which remain undetected by the improved APOLLO cloud screening procedure. On the other hand also slightly more desert pixels, showing no clear evidence of being cloudy, are flagged cloud covered with the improved scheme, leading to slightly too high mean cloud cover in desert regions. However, compared to the benefits of additional detection of low level clouds this miss-classification of potentially cloud free desert pixels can surely be accepted in the case of SYNAER.
Improved dark field method
As a thumb rule one can recall that in order to retrieve AOD with an accuracy of 0.1 the surface albedo of the treated dark field should be known with an accuracy of 0.01 (see e.g. Holzer-Popp et al., 2002a) . To achieve this accuracy in an automatic retrieval procedure over land for AATSR (over ocean a different scheme is used, which is described in Holzer-Popp et al., 2002a), dark fields are selected from a combination of thresholds for the normalized vegetation index NDVI and the reflectance R 1.6 in the mid-infrared at 1670 nm. Best values set in the retrieval are now NDVI>0.5 and R 1.6 <0.23. For these dark field pixels the surface reflectance over land at 670 nm is then estimated by a linear regression with the reflectance at 1.6 µm (since this mid-infrared reflectance is almost not affected by aerosols, except for large desert dust outbreaks). Similar to the latest update of the MODIS retrieval algorithm Collection 5 (regression between 2.2 µm and 670/490 nm becomes vegetation dependant in Collection 5; Levy et al., 2007) this regression showed to depend on the vegetation amount. Figure 3 shows the regression of surface reflectance at 670 nm versus top of atmosphere reflectance at 1.6 µm for intervalls of 0.05 in NDVI. For this plot 2474 dark fields were analyzed, where an AERONET sun photometer measurement was available within 60 min and 50 km from the respective AATSR pixel, where the AOD at 550 nm was below 0.1 and where the scattering angle was between 140 • and 160 • . The surface reflectance was derived by atmospheric correction with the SYNAER radiative transfer algorithm and the respective AERONET AOD value. This analysis leads then to following regression function between top of atmosphere reflectances R 1.6 at 1.6 µm and surface reflectances R 670 at 670 nm:
with a = −1.5 · NDVI + 1.5
where ψ is the scattering angle. The third term is not shown in Fig. 3 as the few extreme values of the scattering angle were not included into this analysis, but it was found necessary to improve the AOD retrieval for a small number of cases with scattering angles close to 120 • . Finally, dark fields where the estimated surface reflectance at 670 nm exceeds 0.085 are not used in the retrieval.
In support of this regression function extracted by optimizing AOD agreement with nearby AERONET observations, Fig. 4 shows the results of applying the regression function to dark fields with all AOD values. This histogram of retrieved AOD errors against AERONET ground-based measurements (up to 50 km away) for the real dark field pixels confirms the NDVI and scattering angle dependant regression function. The achieved standard deviation (0.089) and bias (0.017) are quite satisfactory given the spatial and temporal differences to the AERONET station of up to 50 km and 60 min.
This new regression function is used to determine the surface reflectance in the visible as main pre-condition for retrieving aerosol optical depth. In the ERS-2 SYNAER methodology a constant regression function R 670 =0.27 * R 1.6 +0. was used, which is obviously not satisfactory for global application. One drawback of using a regression based on NDVI is the fact, that the NDVI values themselves depend on the aerosol optical depth and are typically decreasing with increasing AOD. To overcome this dependence, a one-step iteration is conducted, where the preliminary retrieved AOD value is used to adjust the NDVI value and subsequently the same regression function is applied again to calculate a corrected visible surface reflectance, which is then exploited for a corrected AOD retrieval. The function derived empirically to provide optimal agreement of retrieved AOD after iteration against AERONET observations is:
where µ 0 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle.
Evaluation of the improved methodology

Validation
Limitations of ground-based validation due to atmospheric noise
Ground based photometer measurements are widely used to determine the accuracy of AOD satellite retrievals. However, if aerosol spatial-temporal high variability is not considered in validating satellite pixel (i.e. area averaged) results with station measurements (i.e. spot values), a missinterpretation can be done that the high RMSE values are solely due to the inaccuracies of the satellite retrieval method and its assumptions. Before summarizing the validation results against AERONET ground based photometer measurements therefore a quantitative estimate of the lowest RMSE possible when comparing the large SCIAMACHY pixel results to AERONET stations is provided. A possible method for quantifying the natural spatial variability of any given parameter are variogram analyses: they express the variability of a quantity, e.g. AOD, as measured at different locations but approximately at the same time, seen as a function of the distance between two locations considered. Available AERONET stations for three regions (Europe, USA and Middle East) were used to show this spatial de-correlation with increasing distance between two station measurements at the same time. For large distances, where no spatial correlation is expected the interpretation is difficult (possibly indicating a similarity of aerosol regimes between far off regions). However, for small distances this analysis shows the dependence of the spatial variability on region and allows to characterize the noise in a SCIAMACHY pixel and thus also against an AERONET observation which is due to atmospheric variability and not due to retrieval inaccuracies.
In Fig. 5 the result of such a variogram analysis is shown, where the RMSE of AOD at 550 nm is plotted as a function of the distance between the ground stations involved. Here all available AERONET ground stations in Europe (squares), the USA (triangles) and the Middle East region including Saudi Arabia (crosses) for 2003 to 2005 are included, allowing only high quality level-2 ground data for the analysis. All measurements within ±30 min are considered for each RMSE value and each pair of ground stations, which are then grouped into bins of 50 km for legibility purposes.
It has to be pointed out that due to the regional distribution of the AERONET stations the database for the first bin values, at a distance of 0 to 50 km, is very small. For all regions considered the "natural variability offset" of the curve, i.e. the variability of AOD within a very small region, is at least 0.05. This value of atmospheric noise should always be kept in mind, as the optimal accuracy which can be reached when comparing ground to satellite measurements. For larger distances the average variability generally increases with rising distance between the locations of ground measurements. However, there are differences for the various regions analyzed: the European stations reach an accuracy of 0.1 at approximately 200 km distance between two ground measurement stations, whereas the US locations can be spaced apart as far as 500 km to reach the same natural variability. In the Middle East this distance accounts to approximately 100 km only, signalizing a rather small representativeness of AOD ground measurements. This means that depending on the geographic location a different natural variability of aerosol measurements has to be taken into account when determining the accuracy limits of satellite based AOD retrieval.
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The estimated order of magnitude value of 0.05 to 0.1 for this limiting lower RMSE (depending on region) shows that it is relevant when judging the AERONET validation of the SYNAER method. Table 3 summarizes the results of the inter-comparison of SYNAER/ENVISAT version 2.0 data with AERONET sun photometer measurements and also includes respective It should be noted that the synergetic exploitation of AATSR+SCIAMACHY is applied to the large (60×30 km 2 ) spectrometer pixels. Land pixels are denoted as "+", whereas coastal and ocean pixels are denoted as " ".
Inter-comparison to multi-spectral ground-based measurements
for SYNAER version 1.0 (even with a stricter limit for surface reflectances of the spectrometer pixels) and a small improvement of the bias values. The good agreement of the SYNAER version 2.0 results with AERONET observations throughout the visible spectral range and the monotonic decrease from the blue to the red in parallel with decreasing ADO values indicates to a correct assessment of the amount and type (namely the spectral dependence of extinction) of aerosol, whereas in version 1.0 the non-monotonic decrease indicated partly erroneous aerosol type retrieval. For the SYNAER pixel size and the SYNAER aerosol model which is based on external mixing of basic components (with bi-or tri-modal size distributions), an intercomparison of Angstrom coefficient data versus AERONET Angstrom coefficients is not sensible and therefore not conducted.
Through error propagation of the natural variability of at least 0.05 (coincident with the SYNAER pixel size of 60×30 km 2 ) from the variogram analysis of Fig. 5 a standard deviation for the SYNAER retrieval only of 0.08 at 550 nm can be deduced. This ground-based validation comprised data from Europe and Africa in several climate zones distributed over 3 months in the summer season of 2005 and includes pixels with limited representativeness for their surrounding area. A similar case study validation with 15 data pairs of AERONET and the predecessor satellite instruments ATSR-2/GOME onboard ERS-2 showed a similar agreement (Holzer-Popp et al., 2002b) . Furthermore, a comparison of monthly mean results from SYNAER and other satellite Fig. 6c . Scatter plot of SYNAER versus AERONET aerosol optical depth at 670 nm. It should be noted that the synergetic exploitation of AATSR+SCIAMACHY is applied to the large (60×30 km 2 ) spectrometer pixels. Land pixels are denoted as "+", whereas coastal and ocean pixels are denoted as " ". aerosol retrievals as well as AERONET stations over ocean (Myhre et al., 2005) showed a qualitative agreement with the other datasets for a number of cases.
First aerosol composition results
Analysis of aerosol composition information content and its limitations
Using top-of-the-atmosphere nadir reflectances of two linearly independent bands of the radiometer (1.6 µm and 670 nm), two independent pieces of information can be retrieved (aerosol optical depth and surface reflectance), but the aerosol mixture must be assumed. The additional use of 10 selected wavelengths between 415 and 670 nm from the spectrometer allows then for the discrimination between different aerosol mixtures. An analysis was made to establish theoretically the additional information content and the limitations of using the spectrometer instrument (step 2 in the retrieval) which enables the choice of the most plausible aerosol mixture. The same set of 9 basic components as in the retrieval (see Sect. 3.2) was used to define the same set of 40 mixtures. These were used to repeat the second retrieval step with simulated SCIAMACHY spectra obtained from radiative transfer calculations applying an extended successive orders of scattering algorithm as detailed in Holzer-Popp et al. (2002a) and as used in all SYNAER retrieval steps. The SYNAER retrieval step 2, itself, is based on the choice of one pre-defined aerosol mixture from the set of 40 mixtures with the help of a least square method. Information theory after Rodgers (2000) was applied in an uncommon way, namely not to optimize the retrieval using an optimal estimation technique, but to independently assess the information content of the existing retrieval method. As the attention of this analysis is on capabilities and limitations to estimate aerosol composition, the percentage contributions of the 9 basic components in the 40 pre-defined aerosol mixtures are taken as the state vector in order to exactly repeat the second retrieval step. The measurement vector for the SYNAER retrieval consists of the simulated topof-atmosphere reflectances at 10 wavelengths for the 40 predefined aerosol mixtures and for one pre-defined surface type (as this is selected based on the results of step 1 in the retrieval). This setup is just another way of defining the state vector, which indirectly contains the micro-physical aerosol characteristics through the extended OPAC database. The entire setup of the theoretical analysis is mad to ensure full compatibility with the second retrieval step of SYNAER.
In this analysis of the second retrieval step, aerosol optical depth, surface reflectance and surface type for each pixel are assumed as known based on the results of the first retrieval step. The a priori error covariance matrix S a does only contain variables with equal normalization, namely the fraction of each aerosol component ranging from 0-100%. The a priori error covariance matrix S a has a non-diagonal structure with explicitly calculated covariance values between percent contributions for the 40 aerosol mixtures from Table 2 describing the similarity between two distinct aerosol mixtures.
The measurement error covariance matrix S ε has a diagonal form assuming that spectral bands, which are tens of nanometers or hundreds of spectral pixels apart, are linearly independent, with diagonal elements σ 2 ε =(0.05R λ ) 2 . This represents a relative error of 5% of the reflectance values R λ at wavelength λ, while the instrument calibration error is around 1% (Kokhanovsky et al., 2007) . With this comparatively large error, the total inaccuracy of the simulated top-of-atmosphere reflectances R λ due to errors of AOD and surface reflectance inherited from step 1 of the retrieval are taken into account. In SYNAER self-consistency of top-of-atmosphere reflectance, AOD and surface reflectance between both retrieval steps is assured by using the same radiative transfer model and aerosol model. With the relative definition of the measurement noise a realistic estimation of the absolute noise levels is assured, which increases for brighter surfaces (with larger surface reflectance and subsequently larger top-of-atmosphere reflectances) and for shorter wavelengths (due to the farer range of aerosol extinction spectral extrapolation from the 670 nm retrieval wavelength).
With the methodology after Rodgers (2000) the information content is then condensed into one scalar quantity, the Degrees of Freedom for Signal (DFS). DFS can be interpreted as the number of independent linear combinations of the state vector that can be retrieved from the measurements. To quantify the information content and the limitations of the SYNAER second step for aerosol composition, DFS is plotted as function of major determining parameters. DFS as a function of AOD (for surface type "vegetation" and solar elevation of 42.5 • ) is shown in Fig. 7 . With growing AOD, the growth of DFS values is relatively fast. This means that the SYNAER aerosol composition retrieval shows meaningful results also for small values of AOD. Already at AOD=0.1 the curve in Fig. 7 has values around 3.5 and then approaches the saturation at about DSF=4. The offset value of DFS of 2 at AOD=0 (i.e. no aerosol content and thus no aerosol signal) is supposed to correspond to the 2 pieces of information (surface brightness and AOD, which are provided from the first SYNAER step).
DFS also depends on other parameters such as sun elevation angle and surface type. Figure 8 describes the combined DFS dependence on sun elevation angle and AOD. The nonmonotone growth of DFS with sun elevation angle is supposed to be due to the combination of the various phase functions of the basic aerosol components. It can be seen that for high solar elevation DFS values reach higher than 5, whereas for solar elevation below 15 • DSF values are below 3.5. The results of the SYNAER retrieval are obviously also dependent on the surface type over which the retrieval is made (Fig. 9 ). An analysis was made for six different surface types: "vegetation", "snow", "forest", "water", "soil" and, as a special case, for "no albedo" type, which corresponds to a numerical model of absolutely black surface. Obviously, the retrieval does not work properly over very bright surfaces, such as snow or desert with DFS of approximately 2, i.e. no additional information content for the aerosol mixture. The maximum values of DFS are over vegetation and water pixels which corresponds well with the choice of surface type for the dark field method. But also for sparsely vegetated surfaces (see the "soil" example) the information content for the aerosol mixture is weaker but still remains above 3.5.
To assess the sensitivity of the information content analysis the measurement noise level was increased by 1% and the analysis showed only a decrease of the DSF values on the order of 0.15; even for a doubled measurement noise of 10% the DSF values decreased only by 0.5. This emphasizes the stability of the information content analysis and its underlying error assumption.
In summary, this analysis shows that DFS (after eliminating the offset of 2 due to surface brightness and AOD) exhibits a variation from 0. to more than 3. depending on AOD, solar elevation and surface type. These values correspond only to the determination of the aerosol mixture in the second SYANER step. It is thus theoretically proven that SYNAER can determine more than 2 independent aerosol properties in addition to AOD and surface brightness by exploiting the synergy of the two instruments. Also this analysis provides a deeper insight into favourable conditions and limitations of the aerosol composition retrieval with SYNAER (surface, sun elevation, AOD). It was found that for AOD<0.1 the information content with regard to the aerosol mixture decreases rapidly and therefore these results can not be used to interpret atmospheric aerosol composition. On the other hand all solar elevation angles for which SYNAER step 1 is applied (solar elevation larger than 15 • ) and all surface types where dark fields are found for step 1 (i.e. all except desert and snow) can be used in the second SYNAER retrieval step. on a 2 • ×2 • grid. In this time period a reasonable coverage in this grid is achieved with up to 200 pixels from up to 10 different overpass days within this period (as opposed to the earlier ERS-2 coverage, which needed one year of data for a similar pixel number on a 5×5 • grid). The nine basic components of Table 1 have been integrated into four major physical aerosol species: water-soluble, soot (biomass burning and diesel), sea salt (both size modes), and mineral dust (transported and insoluble with low and high hematite content). Some values towards the edges of the covered region with only few pixels and possibly only covering 1 or 2 overpass days (e.g. in Southern America) must still be used with great caution, as there the exploited pixel numbers decrease significantly, so that a single episode can determine the "average" value.
Monthly and seasonal datasets
Although validation of this aerosol composition dataset is solely based on the indirect validation through spectral AOD, in the total aerosol optical depth and the aerosol component maps distinct features can be seen which are very plausible. It should be noted that in relation to the occurring AOD values different color bars have been used for total AOD and the various component AODs to clearly show the major features. In the figures regional boxes have been drawn and annotated with small letters from "a" to "n" to be used in the description for reference (red: soot; orange: mineral dust; blue: sea salt component). The major features in total AOD are the tropical biomass burning regions in Africa (region d and k), the sub-tropical desert regions (Sahara and Arabiaregion f, Namib/Kalahari -region g) and the biomass burning plume over the Atlantic Ocean (regions a and b). Furthermore, a weaker signal is visible over the Mediterranean (c) and (due to limited sampling) in the South American biomass burning region (e) as well as in the Southern Atlantic Ocean (h). These features are also to some extent vis- ible in the water-soluble component, since this component contributes to all pre-defined aerosol mixtures in SYNAER (see Table 2 ). However, AOD values for the water-soluble component in the regions with mineral, soot and sea salt components are clearly reduced as other components add to the total AOD. The synthetic "unknown" component shows weak features (lowest at peak AOD regions, lower over ocean than over land) with values below 0.1 (as by its definition) and most likely includes part of the missed South American biomass burning and maritime sea salt background. The soot component has its peaks in the biomass burning regions and over the Atlantic Ocean. However, South America is mostly missed in the soot component, but has some higher values in the water-soluble component (which can also be associated with organic weakly absorbing small biomass burning secondary particles). Mineral components concentrate around the desert areas, but no retrieval is possible inside the Sahara due to the bright surface. The sea salt component is only prevailing in few boxes close to the South Atlantic Ocean's "roaring forties", whereas elsewhere the lower AOD values over the clean oceans are mostly put into the "unknown component" leaving no background discernable in the sea salt component. As Fig. 12 shows version 2.0 means a significant improvement in avoiding a miss-classification of aerosol loading as sea salt inside Southern Africa (region n).
The seasonal behavior visible in the SYNAER data is indicated in Fig. 11 (with a color bar for the soot AOD values ranging up to 0.2) for the soot component in months January, April, August and October, though with very small pixel numbers (maximum 50 pixels with 2 overpass times) contributing to each grid cell. Here, following major features can be seen: From January to October the tropical biomass burning over Africa moves South-East (from the Sahel region k to Southern Africa region d), and to a lesser extent also its plume over the Atlantic Ocean moves southwards (from region a to b). Over large parts of Europe, no data are available in January (due to low sun, high cloudiness and snow cover). Highest Northern European soot concentrations (region m) are detected, when observations are becoming available still in the heating season (April). Additionally, wildfires in August (hot summer 2003 in Europe) contribute to clearly elevated soot over the Iberian peninsula (Western edge of region c) and weaker in the entire Mediterranean region (c). The elevated soot values over the tropical Atlantic Ocean (a) in August and October indicate to outflow from South America, but soot over land is only detected for few boxes in August over the Amazonian region. Further biomass burning in South America is probably interpreted as water-soluble or missed due to limited sampling (possibly still erroneous cloud detection over very dense smoke). Most of these features are not as clearly visible in the total aerosol optical depth which is the sum of all aerosol components, whereas the water-soluble component shows correlated features as it is also partly linked to biomass burning emissions (and organic or water-coated carbon particles partly have optical features similar to the WASO component).
In Fig. 12 the 4-monthly maps of the four major components derived with SYNAER/ENVISAT version 1.0 are shown for comparison with results of version 2.0. The watersoluble component shows similar features but with generally higher values for version 1.0 and some regional differences associated with changes in the other components. Sea salt had a major miss-interpretation inland Southern Africa in version 1.0, which does no longer occur, whereas the higher Southern latitudes Atlantic Ocean peak is new in version 2.0. The mineral dust values around the Sahara are slightly increased in the new version, whereas the regional extent of mineral dust in Southern Africa has been reduced. For the soot component version 2.0 shows higher values over the Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean, but a mostly missed contribution over Southern America (which had partly been detected but also outside the Amazonian forest fire region in version 1.0) and regional reduction over Southern Africa.
Discussion and outlook
The SYNAER method provides a retrieval, which exploits the optical measurements made from two sensors in one retrieval algorithm. One significant drawback from this synergetic application is the limited spatial resolution of 60×30 km 2 and the weak temporal repetition frequency of 12 days at the equator in cloud-free conditions. On the other hand the gain lies in the joint exploitation of 10 spectrometer and 3 radiometer spectral channels. Consecutively, the information content in this retrieval enables under favourable conditions the independent retrieval of not only the aerosol loading (aerosol optical depth), but also an estimation of its composition.
In this paper several improvements of the SYNAER method are described and their application with the new sensor pair SCIAMACHY and AATSR is demonstrated and validated. Given the pixel size the retrieval accuracy of around 0.1 at 550 nm (or 0.08 after atmospheric noise deduction) against AERONET surface-based sun photometer measurements is satisfactory. Furthermore, the monotone decrease of the standard deviation with increasing wavelength (from 440 to 670 nm) is proportional with the decreasing average AOD and this indicates to a plausible retrieval of the aerosol type. As the validation of the retrieved aerosol composition is extremely difficult due to a lack of equivalent groundbased data, only an indirect validation approach through multi-spectral AOD measurements is used so far. Validation of satellite derived information with this large pixel size and low spatial-temporal coverage is further impeded due to atmospheric noise and the limited number of ground-based stations. It is also important to understand, that this type of satellite retrieval depends critically on the aerosol model chosen and its limitations or its complexity. In the end, the retrieval of aerosol composition must therefore be considered as a way of interpretation of the optical measurements. But, it is the conviction of the authors that the plausible results shown in this paper encourage further work in this direction.
The validation against AERONET stations includes as many pixels as possible and particularly cases with special features such as high AOD or different aerosol regimes. Thus, also several cases where the representativeness of the ground-based station for the SYNAER pixel is weak or could not be determined are included. Examples are Fontainbleau (at the edge of the mega-city Paris), Ispra (at the edge of an Alpine valley), Erdemli (at the coast with high mountains behind). In all these cases the local AOD regime at the station differs significantly from the regional AOD. One extreme case at Teneriffe island was excluded by the ambiguity test of SYNAER. Here 2 stations (Izana at 2367 m a.s.l. with an AOD550 of 0.39 and Santa Cruz at sea level with an AOD550 of 0.71) fall into 1 SYNAER pixel (AOD550=0.94) thus highlighting the possible variability and dependence on station elevation inside a SYNAER pixel for an extreme case of a desert dust outbreak and the subsequent limitation for the AERONET inter-comparison. Future research is intended to better characterize the representativeness of a respective AERONET station for the SYNAER pixel size. Taking into account that also difficult validation locations are included in this analysis, its results are even more satisfactory.
A theoretical analysis of the information content with regard to aerosol composition in the second step of the methodology was conducted to understand the capabilities of using an additional instrument and to assess the limitations of this approach. This analysis showed that up to 5 degrees of freedom (1 for surface reflectance, 1 for AOD and up to 3 for the aerosol mixture) can be retrieved and thus supports the conclusion, that an estimation of the aerosol composition is becoming feasible under favourable conditions with this method. Under typical conditions over vegetated surfaces 2 degrees of freedom are available for information on the aerosol mixture. As one major result of the theoretical analysis, the dependence of the retrievable information content on aerosol optical depth, solar elevation and surface type could be established. This result was used to define a synthetic component "unknown", where all retrieved pixels with low AOD<0.1 where included. Furthermore it was confirmed, that all surface types and solar elevations exploited in the first retrieval step can be used in the second retrieval step.
As two independent parameters (e.g. spectral extinction gradient and absorption) are needed to differentiate monomodal aerosol distributions, this would be sufficient to characterize the pure aerosol types. At least one more degree of freedom is needed for bi-modal aerosol distributions, which is then only feasible for the best possible conditions. Further analysis is required to interpret the information content with regard to these different parameters. For example the apparent absorption sensitivity in the method (being able to differentiate water-soluble and soot components) may also be provided by the integrating of different scales of the 2 instruments (1 km and 60/30 km) and thus by averaging dark and bright pixels, which is sensitive to the non-linearity in radiative transport. As the two steps of the retrieval method are applied to two different sensors with different pixel size, a comprehensive information content analysis for the whole methodology (including the cloud detection pre-processor) or of the impact of the improvements described in Sect. 3 would be beyond this paper and further research is planned for this task.
Due to the vegetation-dependence (as similarly treated for MODIS Collection 5) of the correlation of the 1.6 µm with the 670 nm channel a large effort (described in Sect. 3.3.) was made to improve the accuracy and global applicability of this dark field approach; the goal was never to treat bright surfaces with this step, which would require a completely different approach (e.g. using surface reflectance databases for dry regions). In step 2 of the retrieval a significant extension in application to brighter surface reflectances was proven during the validation (R 670 up to 0.20) against version 1.0 (where the appropriate limit was 0.15). In conclusion the method can also be used over moderately dark surfaces if there are at least few dark spots (R 670 <0.08) suitable for the 1 km 2 AOD retrieval within or nearby the larger spectrometer pixel.
The spatial patterns visible in the first composition datasets (version 2.0) over Europe, Africa, the Atlantic Ocean and parts of South America are mostly in agreement with the known seasonal and regional features. This demonstration has only become possible through the transfer from ERS-2 to ENVISAT, which meant a significant step in temporal sampling, since ERS-2 provided a suitable pixel size of 80×40 km 2 only for 3 days in each month. One specific feature, which has not shown up in MODIS Collection 5 AOD or coarse mode maps but was detected in MODIS deep blue results (Hsu et al., 2004 ) is the mineral dust AOD over the Namib/Kalahari region. This feature has been reduced in its regional extent in version 2.0, but still remains. This region is shown in dust mobilization models as source of mineral dust which are -different from the Saharan region -normally not transported away from their origin due to the prevailing wind regime in this region. A dust plume over the Atlantic Ocean in the mineral dust component map is not to be expected in this dataset due to the season (normally desert dust outbreaks occur mostly before and after the 4-month period treated in this paper).
Clearly the impact of the improvements in the methodology can be seen in the validation against AERONET sun photometer measurements (as summarized in Table 3 ) and in averaged datasets. Larger soot AOD values over the sub tropical Northern Atlantic Ocean and lower dust AOD values over the Sahel are most likely due to the improved cloud filtering in the dust regime, but still a possible miss-interpretation of heavy smoke over the Amazonian region as clouds needs to be assessed. The better distinction between the coarse mode particles (dust, salt) over land and the higher soot AOD over the Mediterranean are probably due to the updated aerosol model. The extended dark field method leads to reduced soot and dust AOD values in Southern African semi-arid regions.
As all satellite retrieval algorithms for aerosols SYNAER is limited by a mathematically ill-posed system and by computing resources, which makes several assumptions and simplifications necessary. These are in addition to the limited sampling the limitation to spherical particles (Mie scattering), the dependence on the pre-defined aerosol mixtures, the decreasing information content with brighter surfaces, and the general optical remote sensing limitations for low sun and high cloud fraction. The limitation to spherical particle shape could have been overcome by using an approximated effective phase function for non-spherical particles, but this would have increased further the aerosol model complexity, where no specific sensitivity to particle shape is provided by this nadir-only un-polarized retrieval method. One additional element in the application of SYNAER results for the deriva-tion of monthly and seasonal datasets is the utilization of the theoretical limitations to each pixel's geometric and surface condition.
The validation of the derived aerosol composition requires further work. One planned approach will use EMEP mass speciation fractions to determine the presence of soot (elemental and organic carbon), mineral dust and sea salt and inter-compare with the SYNAER composition. Other possibilities lie in the inter-comparison to model and other satellite datasets (e.g. MODIS fine/coarse mode, future MISR aerosol composition product).
The application potential of SYNAER ranges from data assimilation into atmospheric chemistry transport models for climate research and air quality monitoring and forecasting to service applications such as accurate calculation and forecast (through assimilation into a forecast model) of solar irradiance for solar energy applications (see for example Breitkreuz et al. 2007 ). Finally, the estimation of the aerosol type provides one critical information for a systematic conversion of AOD into near surface mass concentrations (PM values; e.g. Holzer-Popp and Schroedter-Homscheidt, 2004) , which is the key quantity for regulatory purposes.
Due to the need for overlap of two sensors with very different scan patterns, the coverage of SYNAER/ENVISAT is still quite weak providing approximately one synergetic observation every 12 days if no clouds do occur. This leads to the need for large integration grid boxes or time periods. The potential for independent estimation of the aerosol mixture can be shown, but daily monitoring applications are only feasible by assimilation into atmospheric chemistry models. A further improved coverage (every 1-2 days globally) will be achieved with the transfer to equivalent sensors AVHRR and GOME-2 onboard the operational meteorological METOP platform. A prototype is already available, but needs further adjustments for the instrument characteristics and calibration. Finally, by integrating SYNAER results from ERS-2, ENVISAT and METOP there is a perspective to achieve a long-term record of AOD and composition ranging from 1995-2020. It was always in the light of this final goal, that specific instrument characteristics such as the ATSR dual view or the SCIAMACHY mid-infrared bands or limb observations were not exploited to assure application of SYNAER to all 3 satellite datasets. However, the different pixel sizes and sampling will need thorough assessment when integrating these 3 datasets.
SYNAER/ENVISAT has been implemented for operational processing at the German Remote Sensing Data Center within the ESA GSE PROMOTE (Protocol Monitoring for the GMES Service Element; see also http://www. gse-promote.org) and delivers daily near-real time observations (within the same day) and an evolving archive of historic data. SYNAER data are stored at the World Data Center for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere (http://wdc.dlr.de).
